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Abstract—This paper presents insight to ideas and the current
state of the project SyRoTek - System for a robotic e-learning
that aims to create a platform for students’ practical verification
of gained knowledge in the fields of Robotics and Artificial
Intelligence. A set of real mobile robots is being developed in
order to provide remote access to real hardware for enrolled
students. The advantage of the real system over a pure virtual
simulated environment is in realistic confrontation with noise and
uncertainty that is an indivisible part of the real world. In such
a system, students can acquire in deep understanding of main
studied principles in an attractive form, as students (especially
future engineers) like to control real things. On the other side, this
can be a potential issue if an accessibility to the system have to be
guaranteed in 24/7 mode. In SyRoTek, robots are designed with
special attention to long-term and heavy duty usage. Moreover,
safety mechanisms are realized in several layers of the proposed
software architecture that provide access to robot control and
sensors. In addition, support for semi-autonomous evaluation of
students’ solution of their assignments is a part of the system.

Index Terms—artificial intelligence, robotics, e-learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Computers have been domesticated in the education process
during last decades. Simulations of real processes can be easily
realized and students can gain better (and faster) understanding
of main studied principles. However, the real world tends to
be more complicated than a pure virtual environment mainly
due to noise and uncertainty. That is why it is important
to engage real robots in the education. Even through it is
not hard to control a simple robot, the final robot behaviour
mostly depends on the real environment. It is known fact that
early ideas of Artificial Intelligence clash with complexity and
uncertainty of the real world. Therefore, it is very useful to
confront algorithms with reality during students labs. Main-
tenance of real robots that are easily used by students can
be very costly, thus so-called virtual laboratories have been
investigated and developed by robotic groups. The advantage
of these laboratories is that the Internet access allows to control
a real robot even from students’ homes or dormitories.

Several robotic systems with remote users’ access have been
realized since nineties, once the Internet becomes available.
Early systems allow control of hardware devices in the tele-
operating manner [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]. One of the first
integrated robotic system for e-learning is the project ARL
Netrolab [6], started at University of Reading in 1993 [7].
The used mobile robotic platform consists of robotic manip-
ulator, sonars, infrared range finders and a set of cameras.
Netrolab provides access to the robot control and sensors. The

measured sensor data have been stored for further analysis.
The follow-up project allows control a small rover in an
environment simulating a surface of Mars [8]. Probably the
most complex system have been developed in the project
RobOnWeb [9] at Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in
Lausanne (EPFL) [10]. Five fundamental services of web inter-
face have been defined: chat, video, robot control, virtual robot
representation, and logging. In the project REAL [11], four
frames are used to provide a remote access to an autonomous
mobile robot. The first frame provides the basic access to the
laboratory and reservation system. The second frame realizes
a tele-operated access to the robot. The additional frame
enables possibility to use user’s navigation module (written
in C programming language) to control the robot. During
the autonomous robot navigation, sensor data are collected
by user’s module and stored in the dedicated user space for
further processing. The last frame represents module of a
distance learning. A combination of a simulated environment
with reality has been applied in the project LearnNet [12],
[13]. The VRML technology has been used to model the
real environment at the user side, while only coordinates of
objects are transmitted over the Internet. This technique avoid
necessity to transmit large video files of a real environment,
thus it is suitable for low-bandwidth networks. A set of robots
has been accessible for users in the project Virtuallab [14].
Several cameras monitored a play-field and a user can use a
combination of several views to get better overview of the
robots movements. The robots can be controlled remotely via
the ActiveX technology or by a program in C++, Delphi or
Java programming language. An open source solution based
on the Player/Stage framework [15], [16] has been planned
in another project of a virtual robotic laboratory [17], which
unfortunately seems to be no longer active.

The aforementioned projects are only a small selected set
of representative projects that deal with the remote access to
real hardware devices. Lot of other projects can be found,
however, the main concepts are pretty much similar and have
been proposed in the aforementioned approaches. The main
differences can be found in the used technologies that are
improved over time and in a combination of several concepts
in order to find the most suitable solution for particular
requirements. Also new systems provide additional features
that came from new technologies and progress in forms of
e-learning education process.

The SyRoTek - System for a robotic e-learning is one of the
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current systems, which is similar to other projects. It shares
many ideas of the previous systems, but it has been designed
with different aspects that provide additional features over the
previous systems. In this paper, we describe the main ideas
and concepts of the system, which enable contingency to use
the system in regular students labs related to Robotics and
Artificial Intelligence as a field to verify learned theories and
to gain practical experience with real robots.

The paper is organized as follows. The basic overview of
the system and its architecture is described in Section II.
Description of the designed robotic platforms and developed
hardware parts is presented in Section III. Access to the system
from user’s point of view is described in Section IV. The
essence of the SyRoTek e-learning part can be considered in
a concept of assignments, which is described in Section V.
Finally, remarks and the current progress status are presented
in the conclusion.

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

SyRoTek consists of an arena with real autonomous mobile
platforms, communication infrastructure and the main control
computer accessible from the Internet. The overview of the
system is shown in Fig. 1. Robots are placed inside an arena
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Fig. 1: SyRoTek system overview

with dimensions of 3.5×3.8 m including docking stations
with a robot battery charging system. Several cameras support
visualization of the real scene and creation of video records
that are provided by a video server. Estimation of robots
positions is crucial in various robotic navigation tasks, also it is
useful for evaluation of user’s assignments, thus a localization
module based on processing of an image from the camera
placed above the arena has been developed. The main control
computer provide access for users from their workstations to
SyRoTek through the Internet.

The architecture of SyRoTek consists of three main layers:
the low-level hardware layer, core layer, and user interfaces,
see Fig. 2. The hardware layer is a set of firmwares for
micro-controllers and drivers for specialized devices (e.g. laser
rangefinder, camera) that are used to collect data from sensors,
to control the robot, and to watch the power system of the
robot.

The core layer provides basic functionalities of the system
and consists of several modules. The system module ensures
safety and accessibility of robots from other parts of the sys-
tem. The task module represents a set of supporting objects for
tasks, e.g. realization of dynamic changes in the environment,
tasks evaluation. The user module serves as the main access
point to the system for regular users. It realizes an interface
between SyRoTek-core and selected end user communication
protocol through which a user controls a robot and reads
sensors data.
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Fig. 2: SyRoTek architecture overview

The layers represent the so-called SyRoTek-platform that
is hardware components and necessary software, which pro-
vides independent access to the components. The end user of
SyRoTek will not be in direct connection with the SyRoTek-
platform internal interfaces. Instead, another interfaces are pro-
vided. This abscission is realized due to the following reasons.
At first, it allows selection of already known and used (by
robotic community) abstractions and interfaces to hardware
devices, in our particular case the Player [16] framework
has been selected. Moreover the hardware part of SyRoTek
is considered to be used in longer horizon that currently
selected technologies for the current web based remote access
to the e-learning part of the system. Thus, the separation of
the SyRoTek-core from the presentation layer allows possible
further replacement of the web pages by modern technolo-
gies, e.g. using visual impressive presentation based on new
HTML5, CSS3 features, new toolkits like silverlight [18] or
another Adobe Flash technology replacements.

The whole system is implemented as a set of services that
provide access to particular functionalities of the system: robot
and hardware parts, web pages, visualization and development
tools. Besides, a set of maintenance tools and services are part
of the system. The set comprises monitoring and notifications
of status changes, power management, shutdown policies
and emergency actions, like self-docking in the case of a
low power. All these are designed to improved reliability of
the whole system and possibly avoid system damage by an
improper usage.



III. HARDWARE DESCRIPTION

The hardware components of SyRoTek consists mainly of
a closed play-field called arena and a set of mobile robotic
platforms. All obstacles are removable and a part of them can
be controlled remotely. The robots have been designed for a
long-term and heavy duty usage. The arena is placed in a
university computer lab, see Fig. 3. Although the system is
designed for a remote access, students can directly see the
robots.

Fig. 3: SyRoTek arena

A schema of the robot is depicted in Fig. 4. The robot is
called S1R and its body consists of the main chassis and an
optional front module. The robot has differential drive realized
by two Faulhaber 2224 motors with a gearbox (20/86:1)
and the magnetic encoders IE2-512. The on-board power is
provided by six Li-Pol Kokam 2400 mA-EHD-30C cells with
nominal voltage 3.6 V connected in serial1, thus the real
voltage is in the range from 18.0 V to 24.6 V. The power
board provides the main on-board voltage 5 V using the
power regulator LM2596 - 5V/2A and the Atmel ATmega
2560 Micro-Controller Unit (MCU). A battery charger based
on LTC4008 is integrated to the power board. The motors
are controlled by the control MCU (cMCU) that is Hitachi
H8S/2639 operating at 20 MHz placed on the control board,
the maximal velocity of the robot is designed to be around
0.35 m/s. The on-board computer (OBC) is the Gumstix Overo
Fire module with ARM Cortex-A8 OMAP3530 processor unit
operating at 600 MHz and running the Linux kernel in version
2.6.x. The so-called sensor bus based on the I2C bus is used
to connect the power board and additional sensors to the
OBC while cMCU is directly connected to OBC via dedicated
asynchronous serial interface. A dedicated MCU called bridge
is used for interfacing sensor bus to SPI of OBC. In order to
guarantee data packet delivery time from the control computer
to OBC a dedicated RF module is planned to be used, probably
based on Nordic nRF24L01. Besides, WiFi can be used to
transmit a large amount of data.

The chassis serves as carrier of basic sensors of the sur-
rounding environments: five infrared range finders (Sharp
GP2D120), three sonars (Devantech SRF10), floor sensors
(twelve infrared sensors) and the intelligent camera module
CmuCam3 [19]. The range sensors are directly connected to
cMCU, while other sensors are connected to the sensor bus.
Sensors of the robot internal states including the compass

1Based on real experiments, the battery pack provides energy for around
eight hours of a continuous robot moving without additional power saving
techniques.

(Philips KMZ51) and the encoders are connected to cMCU.
Besides, temperatures are measured in various places of the
robot body, and currents to the motors are measured as well
in order to provide the so-called software bumpers.

A dedicated MCU is used to wrap particular interface to be
sensor bus compatible. Even though this unification requires
additional MCU, it is advantageous from the software point of
view. A unified communication mechanism can be used with
various devices, and to transmit data from sensors to OBC and
the main control computer, see schema of the communication
between sensors and users in Fig. 5.

Internet

user workstation micro−controllers sensors(OBC)control computer

on−board computermain

Fig. 5: A schema of a communication between sensors and
users

Additional sensors, e.g. the front sensor module can be
connected to the sensor bus, or directly to the OBC. Nowadays,
two types of the front sensor module are available, see Fig 6.
The first one is equipped with three sonars (Devantech SRF10)
and three infrared range sensors (Sharp GP2Y0A21Y), the
module is connected to the sensor bus. The second one uses
the laser range finder Hokuyo URG-04LX and it is connected
to OBC via the USB interface.

(a) (b)

Fig. 6: Two types of front sensor module

Three robots S1R during the exploration task are shown in
Fig. 7. Notice the patterns on top of the robots that are used
by the localization system to estimate the current positions of
the robots.

Fig. 7: Three S1R robots during exploration
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Fig. 4: Schema of the SyRoTek robotic platform - S1R

IV. USER ACCESS

Three types of user access can be found in SyRoTek: web,
remote shell, and data (video streams and sensors data). The
web access can be considered as a primary gate to the system.
It provides basic description of the whole system, account
creation request, reservation system, maintenance of a user
profile, courses and particular assignments. A more detail
description of this part of SyRoTek is dedicated to Section V.
In this section, the next types of accesses are described.

SyRoTek is focused on an e-learning in robotics, particularly
it aims to provide support of knowledge transfer of foundations
of several robotic problems and also practical verification in
various robotic task. It means that a student can use real robots
to verify the learned principles in a real practical application,
so the student is requested to create a program that is able to
navigate a real robot in an environment.

The practical orientation of the robotics steers SyRoTek
to provide support of software development process oriented
to robotics. The best practice in robotic development is an
initial creation of an algorithm or a control program that is
verified against simulation, which is typically much faster
process than with a real hardware. Moreover, a program that
is able to navigate a mobile robot is often consisted from
various components, and the complete program can be quite
complex. Thus, it is advantageous if a student can use already
available components. Also a good hardware layer abstraction
is a plus in order to create a simple program that can be
easily transfered from a simulation to real robots. These
considerations are the main reasons why the Player/Stage
framework [16] has been selected as the main SyRoTek user
interface. The Player has a hardware abstraction based on a
set of interfaces and devices that are proven by more than
ten years of history by several robotic researchers around the
world. The Player can be accompanied by simulators Stage or
Gazebo. The Player follows a client/server concept in which
the user application is a client that is connected to the server
(player) via TCP connection. The server provides interfaces

representing particular devices, which can be real devices
or simulated ones. So, the system can be used in various
configurations, e.g. a server running at user’s workstation or
at a robot, which is remotely accessible.

A. Robot Access Module (robacem)

Even though the Player is flexible enough to be used in a
robotic application, it does not provide required functionalities
of SyRoTek. The main issue arises when an authorization to
particular sensors have to be granted, e.g. if an evaluation
or monitoring of user’s application performance have to be
realized. The authorization is not a part of the Player at all.
When user’s application is connected to the Player server,
only one program is able to actively control the robot (its
motors) by a dedicated serial interface, e.g. RS232. In such a
case, the robot will be inaccessible for system services, which
is not desirable. In addition, a user can accidentally send a
command that can navigate a robot into forbidden areas. Such
a situation cannot be handled in low levels firmwares, because
robot surrounding environment have to be taken into account,
so a high level action monitor is required. From the other point
of view, an evaluation can be based on different sensors, e.g.
a robot position from the global localization systems, that can
be abused by a user to quickly solve the given assignments.
Therefore, to authorize access and to guarantee accessibility
to the robot for authorities (like monitoring and maintenance
services) an additional component called ROBot AcCEess
Module (robacem) is used in SyRoTek-platform.

Robacem represents a robot at a particular computer. The
S1R robot uses OBC that is connected with the main control
computer via WiFi or dedicated low-bandwidth radio channel
with guaranteed transport delays. Therefore two robacem
modules are running for each robot in SyRoTek: at OBC and at
the main control computer. Robacem allows simultaneous and
independent access of system monitoring services and Player
servers, which are accessible from user applications. A basic
schema with possible places where users’ applications can be
executed is shown in Fig 8. The connection between user’s



application running at the main computer and the player server
at OBC (represented by the red arrow) is possible. However,
it can be used only with special attention. During preliminary
experiments, a client application connected to the player is
able to generate very intensive traffic, which significantly
reduce the response of WiFi connections to other robots.
Therefore, such a connection can be used only if additional
bandwidth limits are involved, e.g. restriction of a connection
bandwidth. Otherwise a user can cause degradation of system
functionality.
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Fig. 8: Connections of process with robacem modules

B. User’s Remote Access

Student’s program to control mobile robots requires nec-
essary software development tools that have to be installed
at a users’s workstation, which can be tedious. Therefore a
remote access to the main control computer, which is fully
configured, is allowed. A user can use secure shell (ssh) or
secured graphical access by ssh tunneling of XDMCP. These
protocols are easy to use within standard installation of Linux
based distributions or other unix based systems and they do
not require additional proprietary software. Moreover, a remote
process execution can be configured in such a way that a
user does not recognize a difference between local and remote
execution at a glance.

The remote shell access is advantageous in a situation when
user’s program requires low transport delays, which cannot be
guaranteed in a case of a low bandwidth Internet connection.
The shell does not have high requirements, and the user is
able to execute or even develop her program remotely with
slow connections.

C. Data Access and Visualization

The best way how to access to the robot is a connection
of user’s application to the player server running at the
main control computer. Our pilot experiments indicate that
a connection with 512 kbit/s bandwidth provides sufficient
comfort, if video streams are not required.

Video transmission requires an additional bandwidth that
is why it is considered as an independent communication
channel. In a robotic application, data from real sensors are
processed in order to generate the most suitable action. It is
very useful if data are visualized and combined with a real
view of the scene. We consider the Stage simulator (in version

3.x) as a base of our visualization systems. The simulator pro-
vides models of sensors with particular visualization, therefore
we enhance it by consideration of several views that can be
combined with videos of the real scene. An example of such
a visualization is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 9: Visualization of the arena and real sensor data

A user can use our modified stage simulator as a visual-
ization of the real situation in the arena. According to her
Internet connection, she can select particular video streams
from several cameras mounted in the SyRoTek arena and var-
ious quality (resolution and bandwidth) of videos. Moreover,
videos can be recorded during user’s application execution and
together with recorded data they can be used for debugging
or as a proof of program functionality in the assignment
evaluation process.

V. ASSIGNMENTS

SyRoTek as an e-learning system is considered to be prac-
tically (task) oriented, due to its relation to real robots. The
studied principles of the related domains can be demonstrated
in reality by moving a robot in the arena. From this perspec-
tive, the essence of SyRoTek lies in robotic tasks. Besides,
the supplementary materials can be presented to students in
standard ways, e.g. in a form of web pages.

In our first ideas and concepts (based on the previous
and current virtual laboratories) we have planned to use
one of the already available web based e-learning systems,
particularly Moodle [20] has been considered as the most
suitable candidate. Later, we recognized that a practical part
of assignments (robotic tasks) is tightly related to the software
development process of an application to control real mobile
robots, which is not a part of general systems for Content
Management System (CMS), or Learning Management System
(LMS). Such systems can be customized, but most of the
specific functionalities of SyRoTek have to be implemented
from scratch, which can be more costly (due to general system
API) than a creation of a simple specific (single-use) system.
Based on this premise, we have reconsidered necessity of a
general CMS and instead of primary usage of such a system we
use direct description of tasks according to the SCORM 2004
definition [21]. Specific information related to the robotics,
resp. SyRoTek, are stored in the Learning Object Metadata
(LOM), therefore it can be eventually used in any system that
supports SCORM 2004. A relation database has been selected
to store the tasks definitions. Its main advantage is relatively



cheap creation of copies of assignments and fast access to the
definitions that are crucial properties of the desired feature of
SyRoTek that is an individualization of assignments.

E-learning systems are sometimes denoted as impersonal.
In SyRoTek, we use current technologies to create a support
for more personal relation between a teacher and his course
students. An individualization of a particular task for each
student enables capability to reflect current knowledge of the
student and his focus to the most relevant parts of the problem.
Such an individualization needs a set of supporting modules
that substitutes particular sub-tasks of the assignment and are
helpful to quick and targeted knowledge transfer to the student.
Initial versions of these modules are part of the system, but
further student’s implementation of particular assignments can
be used in future.

A. Courses and Tasks Concepts

Courses can be divided into three categories in SyRoTek:
introductory, intermediate, and advanced. The first category
are courses to afford fundamental algorithms in key robotic
domains like simple robot control, reactive behaviours, dead-
reckoning, sensor processing and path&motion planning. In
these courses, students are also introduced to the provided Sy-
RoTek functionalities. The intermediate courses are based on
Top Assignments (TA) that comprise from several fundamental
problems. These courses are organized to guide students to
acquire knowledge of necessary fundamental algorithms in
order to solve TA of the course. The advanced courses are
similar to the intermediate courses. The difference is that the
advanced courses aim to solve the selected TA itself.

Two groups of TAs can be defined: basic and advanced.
The basic TAs are typical problems in robotics and artificial
intelligence, which are well studied or well described, e.g.
simultaneous localization and mapping, inspection, explo-
ration, coverage, pick&delivery. The advanced TAs are hard
problems, for which it is expected that students will either
study literature to find some approximate solution or they
will creatively develop its own approach. These problems are
typically designed as multi-robot tasks where cooperation and
coordination of robots play an important role, e.g. games like
pursuit-evasion, capture the flag or treasure hunt.

B. Task Evaluation

From the e-learning point of view, teacher’s access to
SyRoTek is also important. The system allows specification
of constraints under which a task can be solved by the
particular students. The system supports verification of the task
in semi-autonomous manner. A teacher can write a module
that is simultaneously executed with student’s program within
a dedicated period for submission. Such a module monitors
behaviour of student’s program to control the robot or it
can dynamically change environment according to the robot
behaviour, e.g. an evader controlled by student’s program can
be pursued by a different program in pursuit-evasion scenarios.
An output of the student program can be automatically pro-
cessed to verify student’s results. A performance of the robot

behaviour is captured and video is created for the teacher to
support evaluation of student’s solution.

VI. CONCLUSION

The SyRoTek project is in the second half period of solution,
therefore this paper presents only the main ideas, concepts
and preliminary results. First robots have been created and
concepts of the user access to robot functionalities have been
verified in selected robotic tasks. These experiments support
the main ideas of the proposed concepts, however it also show
possible communication issue related to limited bandwidth
of the used WiFi infrastructure. The issue can be solved by
additional restrictions of the direct users access to a robot
in order to guarantee desired quality of accessibility for other
users. Thus, it is not a drawback, as it will improve the overall
reliability of the system.

The further development will concern to finalization of
robots hardware, creation of an initial public access to system,
and preparation of supplementary materials. It is expected that
SyRoTek will be open in trial application for users at the end
of the year 2010.
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